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Moroccan & Encaustic Cement Tiles By Jatana InteriorsEco2024-02-20T12:14:37+11:00Welcome to Jatana Interiors

Moroccan Tiles | Terracotta Tiles | Outdoor Tiles |Â Encaustic Cement Tiles | Reproduction Tiles

“I believe in connecting design and colour to create warmth and beauty.

To create a space that makes you feel nurtured and comfortable.Â To make a space that makes you smile on the inside.
To make a space that leaves a positive impression.

The tiles I have sourced and designed in the Jatana range are inspired by my travels and from my love of the exotic. My love of design.
Through tiles I see different cultures and their influences they have in your home, the blend of new and old or one or the other.
The options are endless as is the scope of the imagination.”





Moroccan Tiles

Zellige tiles are one of the traditional cultural practices in Morocco today. They are lovingly handmade and hand painted piece by piece by artisans who have acquired skills through their ansectoral lineage. We source these gorgeous tiles directly from Morocco and our collection includes glazed as well as natural clay tiles, which go beautifully together, bringing a touch of the exotic into your home.
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View More Moroccan Tiles




Terracotta Tiles

Earthy, traditional, warm and variedâ€¦ Raw terracotta tiles are the perfect way to bring some nature into your home or as an exterior feature. Each tile is handmade (no machines here!) and slightly different to the next. The living contrast and texture creates the feeling that the tiles have been there forever.
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View More Terracotta Tiles




Antique Encaustic Cement Tiles

Each original antique tile design is unique and filled with character and history. Its precious beauty is enhanced by a hundred or more years of wear thatâ€™s impossible to be replicated. From a simple strip to adorn your hallway or an entire floor or wall, these antique tiles will add a piece of history to your home.
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View More Antique Encaustic Cement Tiles




Reproduction Tiles

Hand made traditional reproduction tiles replicate an old world feel and our Jatana Interiors range has been designed with a wide scope of interior styles in mind to create atmosphere and charm in any space. Our wide range of reproduction tiles not only suit homes, but commercial spaces of any size.
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View More Reproduction Tiles




Glazed Feature Tiles

The handglazed, handmade tiles are perfect for any space needing an injection of life and colour. The cobalt blues are so deep, the pinks so soft and the greens from jade to emerald bring new life. Each piece is individually handmade by artisans who have been trained for years to create these stunning works of art.
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View More Glazed Feature Tiles
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Jatana interiors specializes in stunning antique and reproduction tiles, in capturing moments that take your breath away, and the beauty of life.
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[image: Stumbled across this pic ( which i love) of the amazing @louellaboitelgill doing her thing ( designing  incredible spaces )on the deck of the office. Playing and creating and making magic. You are always welcome Louella with your electric energy, creative mind and your gorgeousness. The Estrella glazed tiles come in all colours and are absolutely beautiful xxx.]
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[image: Inspired by the oldies ðŸ™�ðŸ�½ðŸ™�ðŸ�½ðŸ™�ðŸ�½ #redandwhitecheck #antiquetiles #instock]
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[image: Feeling cocky!!! At the Chateau â€¦. #chateau #tiles]
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[image: Next time you head to Yallingup, I recommend this gorgeous accommodation Kanangkal House The gorgeous Blue Sunflower tiles filling the kitchen with joy and life. Btw, Yallingup is in WA. Definitely on my list !!! #bluesunflower]
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[image: Everything goes with pink ðŸ’•]
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[image: Total jaw dropping space created by @jasesullivan !!!! This gorgeous home featured in @bellemagazineau is an absolute feast for the eyes. Big congratulations again. Every detail considered and collated perfectly xxx The Mustard Flower Antique tiles and the PInk Glossy Metro were the perfect choices! Pic @prueruscoe Builder @tkconstructions Designer @jasesullivan]
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[image: Keeping life interesting The gorgeous old effect Belgium Mosaic making your entrance delicious. Nice work @sanctuminteriors.]
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[image: Always beautiful. Always a classic. Always timeless. Antique tiles in the entrance way @bellaboheme. Spanish Diamond Antique.]
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[image: One of my old showrooms has been occupied with a boat for the past 8 months. I go it back for a week or so and gave it a good clean up. I still love this floor and had the opportunity to take a few pics today before the boat took over again â€¦â€¦ no pics in there for a while now. Patchwork floors are such a funky way to make a space exciting and alive. We have a really big range of designs to create some â€œwowâ€� in your home. Hope the boat restoration crew are appreciating the nice clean floor they are working in ðŸ™�ðŸ�½.]
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[image: Everything goes. Everything grows. ðŸ’™ðŸ’šðŸ©·â�¤ï¸�ðŸ§¡]
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[image: Casablanca Elegance. Each piece hand painted. Made with love. #moroccantiles #instock #handpaintedtiles]
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[image: I love pinks and terracottaâ€™s. I love mix and match. I love this floor. Thanks @coastaltilingco]
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[image: I am not in Puglia right now ( that would be nice!) but this antique montage floor just popped up on my camera rollâ€¦. A mixed antique tiled floor is ageless and so charmingâ€¦â€¦even in a garage ðŸ™�ðŸ�½ #puglia #gallipoli]
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[image: I am fortunate enough to work with the lovely @jodiejodes and observe all her talents. Jodie has just sent through a lovely progress shot/ s of her bathroom in the making ðŸ™�ðŸ�½. The Double Geo Metro tile is warm and yummy and I just love it !!! Thanks Jodie xxx]
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[image: Canâ€™t get enough of my favourite nook !!!! It keeps on delivering ðŸ™�ðŸ�½.]
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Tile installations insights: A home owners guide to getting it right!



Read More
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Interior Trends 2024



Read More
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Get Grounded with Terracotta Tiles!



Read More
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Subscribe to our newsletter

For latest tile designs, trends and interior news
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